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Setting goals, reaching them, and maintaining a process orientation to dancing, are based 
on guided self-reflection. Dancers think about many things, but self-reflection—looking 
inwardly to your own progress—is an important part of reflection in dance.  

Although it’s likely that all dancers think about their progress and skill development, the 
kind of self-reflection that helps you focus on your process is a more guided, structured, 
and disciplined activity than simply thinking about yourself as a dancer. In order for self-
reflective activity to take its most productive role in artistic development, it needs to  

•be guided 

•be repeated regularly 

•be honest 

•be nonjudgmental, and 

•include questioning. 

A guided reflection is one in which you answer specific questions or respond to a writing 
prompt. This helps to prevent you from becoming too critical of yourself and leads you to 
understanding that all value judgments and assessments in the arts take place in a context. 
There are no absolutes of good dancing—everything is relative to its genre and purpose. 
Contextual, guided self-reflection is intended to help you develop mindful thinking habits.  

No matter how closely guided or well designed, the self-reflective activities will not be 
effective if you do not practice them regularly. The more frequently you engage in self-
reflection, the more sincere the response. One reflection written immediately after 
technique class each day for three days will yield more insight than three entries written all 
at the same time a week later. Like writing in a diary, regularly visiting your thoughts on 
paper can give you clearer insights into your own state of mind. The habit of writing for a 
few minutes after class makes the responses less of a chore to be completed and more of a 
stimulating pursuit.  

Many people who attempt to record their dreams, for instance, report that the more 
frequently they write upon waking, the more of their dreams they are able to recall. Self-
reflective writing does not need to be done immediately, but it is most effective when 
completed within 24 hours of being assigned. It is not always easy to be honest with 
yourself—especially if an internal focus to your dancing is a new approach—but it is an 
essential quality of the self-reflection process. 

While honesty is key, so is a nonjudgmental stance. New ideas are frequently hard to 
understand and embrace. Keep an open mind to unfamiliar ideas and don’t reject different 
perspectives on the art form of dance. It is not easy to make noticeable progress, and you 
need to allow yourself to make mistakes and experiment without judging yourself too 
harshly. 
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Finally, self-reflection should be filled with nearly as many questions as statements. Follow 
your curiosity that develops from being exposed to new ways of thinking and dancing. You 
can take charge of directing your own journey in dance by asking questions about what 
you want to know and explore in dance. 

1. Identify the goal and write it down 
2. List the tasks needed to obtain the goal  
3. Start working on the tasks 
4. Add to the tasks as needed 
5. Check off the tasks as they are completed 
6. When all of the tasks are complete, determine if the goal has been met. If so, create 

your next goal. If not, revise the goal.


